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Introduction
We want each and every one of you to leave Chertsey High School with the best possible results.
Results that will not only enable you to take the next steps in your education and career pathway,
but results that you will be proud to record whenever and wherever required for the rest of your
lives.
This booklet has been designed to give all students (and parents) guidance on how to successfully
prepare for examinations and organise revision to suit personal preferences and learning styles.
Revision means doing something, not just sitting and reading books. It’s an active process and
requires more than just going through your notes. It’s important to transform notes rather than
transfer information.
This will need lots of paper, colours, highlighters, post its, cue cards and the willingness to engage in
‘relearning’. Most importantly, this needs to be continuous. This booklet is intended to help each
and every one of you with this process of revision and relearning.
At Chertsey High School, we focus around six key revision strategies that have proven to be most
beneficial. This booklet also has advice on how your parents or guardians can help, what you can do
to revise and what resources will aid your revision. If at any point in the revision or examination
period, you are concerned or worried then please let us know, we will then help whenever possible.
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Strategies for Effective Learning

Retrieval Practice: Practice bringing information to mind.
• Put away your class materials and write or sketch
everything you know. Then, check your class materials
for accuracy and important points you have missed.
• Take as many practice tests as you can.
• You can also make flashcards. Just make sure you
practice recalling the information on them and go
beyond definitions by thinking of links between ideas.
Spaced Practice: Space out your studying over time.
• Start planning early for exams and set aside a little bit of time
every day.
• Review information from each class, but not immediately
after class.
• After you review information from the most recent class,
make sure you go back and study important older information
to keep it fresh.
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Dual Coding: Combine words and visuals.
• Look at your class materials and find visuals. Look over the visuals
and compare the words.
• Look at the visuals, an explain in your own words what you mean.
• Take information that you are trying to learn and draw visuals to go
along with it.
Interleaving: Switch between ideas while you study.
• Switch between ideas during a study session.
• Go back over ideas again in different orders to strengthen your
understanding.
• Make links between different ideas as you switch between them.
Concrete Examples: Use specific examples to understand abstract
ideas.
• Collect examples your teacher has used and look in class
materials for examples.
• Make the link between the idea you are studying and each
example.
• Share examples with friends, and explain them to each
other for added benefits.
Elaboration: Explain and describe ideas with many details.
• Ask yourself questions while you are studding about how
things work and why, and find the answers in your class
materials and discuss them with your classmates.
• As you elaborate, make connections between different
ideas to explain how they work together.
• Describe how the ideas you are studying apply to your own
experiences or memories.
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What makes a Good Learning Space at Home

1. A silent area. This could be a bedroom or living area.
2. Remove distractions. You should turn off your phone and social media when you are
learning, and the TV off as well.
3. Make it comfortable but not too comfortable. Choose a chair hat can comfortably sit in for
long periods of time, and ensure they have a desk or flat service which can accommodate
their equipment.
4. Ensure the learning space has good lighting. This can be natural lighting from windows or
light from lamps.
5. Have the right equipment. Make sure you have a space that is organised and clutter free.
6. If possible, the Learning Space should only be used for learning. This helps you feel like you
are having a break. If this is not possible then make sure you clear away work when finished.
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Revision Timetable
The best way to plan and carry out your revision is to design a revision timetable. A revision
timetable is a specific amount of time in which you revise for a subject. Evidence suggests that you
should revise on one topic or subject for no longer than 45 minutes at a time before having a break
and doing something completely different.
The good reasons for using Revision Timetables are:
• To set up a routine and discipline yourself
• To share revision time between subjects
• To keep up with revision
• To get the right balance between revision and leisure time
• To avoid wasting time trying to decide what to do for each revision session
How to Construct a Revision Timetable:
1. Write in subjects.
2. Be specific which topics you have to revise.
3. Use the calendar and block out where you know you have other commitments e.g. sports
practice etc.
4. Decide what method of revision you are going to use, mind map/revision cards etc.
5. Plan your time, chunking revision periosd, giving yourself time for breaks.
6. Use colours to highlight subjects or perhaps use a key, to help focus the plan.
7. Put it up in your house to remember the plan.
Important Rules:
• No more than 45 minutes non-stop revision at a time!
• Don’t overdo it! Revising solidly from 4pm until midnight will exhaust you and your brain! A
tired brain can’t learn! Make sure you get plenty of sleep and have a proper break for meals.
• Take a ten-minute break between sessions; get a drink, stretch your legs, and give your brain
a break.
• Spread your subjects out and use a variety of techniques.
• Lots of regular revision, slotted into your normal routine, is better than manic revising the
day before the exam.
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Chertsey High School Year 11 Revision Guide for Students and Parents
Subject: English (Literature and Language)
Head of Department: Mrs S Browne
As a Parent or Guardian, how can I help support my child with GCSE Revision at home?
•

Encourage your child to make revision resources for literature making sure they explore
quotations, writers’ techniques and context for each of the following:
o Macbeth characters
o Macbeth themes
o An Inspector Calls characters
o An Inspector Calls themes
o Each of the poems from the ‘Power and Conflict’ anthology
o (From Oct Y11) A Christmas Carol characters
o (From Oct Y11) A Christmas Carol themes

•

Encourage your child to revise key spelling, punctuation, identification of techniques and
grammar skills
Encourage your child to read extracts/ full fiction books to help with gaining creative writing
skills.
Encourage your child to use the resources on TEAMs to recap anything they might have missed
or misunderstood.
Use these revision resources to test your child and ensure knowledge is embedded.
Encourage your child to regularly (weekly) complete essays and mock papers- including
Language and Literature.
Encourage your child to watch the news and discuss with them their views on things so that
they have opinions ready for persuasive writing in the Language Paper

•
•
•
•
•

As a Student, how can I complete GCSE Revision at home to help me improve?
Text
A
Christmas
Carol
An
Inspector
Calls
Macbeth
Poetry

What to do
For each text, you need to be secure on 5 main elements:
• Plot
• Characters
• Themes
• Context
• Writer’s Message and Craft (how the writer uses language/structure etc to get
his main ideas across)
For this, you will create a variety of revision resources using class notes, revision guides,
along with any resources online (Shmoop, Sparknotes, BBC Bitesize and TEAMS.
You need to understand all 15 poems and have annotated them in detail, consider:
• Structure
• Language
• Poet’s message + Effect on the audience
• Use of any literary devices and why
• Context (if appropriate)
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Macbeth
Characters
Focu
s

• Macbeth
• Lady Macbeth
• Witches
• Duncan
• Macduff
• Banquo
• Malcolm +
Donalblain

Themes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ambition
Power
Greed
Supernatural
Gender
Manliness
Natural
Order
Guilt
Kingliness
Appearance
vs reality
Fate

• Gunpowder
Plot
• Daemonologie
• King James 1
• Gender divide
• Witch hunts
• Divine right of
kings
• Great chain of
being

For each
theme:
• Where do we
see them in
the play
• Which
characters or
settings link
to that
theme and
why
• Shakespeare’
s intention
and message
about that
theme
• How the
context
affects his
reasoning for
that theme
• The effect
the theme
has on the
audience

• How do they
appear in the
story
• What effect
do they have
upon the
characters
• What was
Shakespeare’
s opinion on
this
• Why did this
aspect affect
Shakespeare
so much

•
•
•
•

What • Who they are
you • What they do
need
and when they
to
appear in the
know
play
• What their
purpose is in the
story/what they
represent
• Why
Shakespeare
chose to present
them in this
way/the effect it
has on us
• How this
character links to
central
themes/message
s
• At least 5 key
quotes to
support your
understanding of
this character,
fully annotated

Context
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Plot

Writer’s Craft

• Foreshadowin
g
• Archetype
• Hubris
• Hamartia
• Hyperbole
• Euphemism
• Equivocation
• Elision
• Foil
• Irony
• Dramatic Irony
• Iambic
Pentameter
• Juxtaposition
• Pathetic
fallacy
• What
• Why is it used
happens
• What effect
• Is there a
does it have
logical
on the
progression
structure or
of ideas and
layout of the
events
text
• Why
• How does it
Shakespear
develop the
e chose to
central
structure
message or
his writing
idea
in this way
• How the
characters
or themes
evolve over
the course
of the play
including
any
patterns or
shifts
General story
as well as the
progression
of characters,
themes and
settings

Writer’s message is crucial and should be interwoven throughout each element of the story
(character/theme etc…) as the whole purpose of writing a play is to get the message across!
An Inspector Calls
Characters
Focus

• The Inspector
• Mr Birling
• Mrs Birling
• Sheila
• Gerald
• Eric
• Eva Smith

What • Who they are
you • What they do and
need
when they
to
appear in the play
know • What their
purpose is in the
story/what they
represent
• Why Priestley
chose to present
them in this
way/the effect it
has on us (the
reader)
• How this
character links to
central
themes/messages
• At least 5 key
quotes to support
your
understanding of
this character,
fully annotated

Themes

Context

Plot

Writer’s Craft

•
•
•
•

Charity
Greed
Poverty
Social
Injustice
• Class Divide
• Age vs Youth
• Gender

• Socialism
• Capitalism
• Women’s
Rights +
suffrage
• 1912 & prewar
• 1945 + postwar fallout
• Welfare State

General story
as well as the
progression of
characters,
themes and
settings

• Foreshadowing
• Archetype
• Dramatic Irony
• Foil
• Entrances
• Exits
• Stage
Directions
• Irony
• Juxtaposition

For each theme:
• Where do we
see them in
the play
• Which
characters or
ideas link to
that theme
and why
• Priestley’s
intention and
message
about that
theme
• How the
context
affects his
reasoning for
that theme
• The effect the
theme has on
the audience

• How do they
appear in
the story
• What effect
do they
have upon
the
characters
• What was
Priestley’s
opinion on
this
• Why did this
aspect
affect
Priestley so
much

• What
• Why is it used
happens
• What effect
• Which event
does it have on
is revealed at
the structure
which point
or layout of the
text
• Why
Priestley
• How does it
chose to
develop the
structure his
central
writing in
message or
this way
idea
• How the
characters or
themes
evolve over
the course of
the play

Writer’s message is crucial and should be interwoven throughout each element of the story
(character/theme etc…) as the whole purpose of writing a play is to get the message across!
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A Christmas Carol (Y11)
Characters
Focus

• Scrooge
• Marley’s Ghost
• Christmas Present
• Christmas Past
• Christmas Yet to
Come
• Bob
Cratchitt/Cratchitt
family
• Tiny Tim
• Fred
• Scrooge’s sister

Themes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Charity
Greed
Poverty
Social
Injustice
Redemption
Compassion
and
forgiveness
Class Divide
Memory/the
past

Context

Plot

Writer’s Craft

• Industrial
Revolution
• Workhouses
• Debtor’s
prison
• Poor Law
• Victorian
England
• Christmas
traditions
• London

General
story as well
as the
progression
of
characters,
themes and
settings

• Foreshadowing
• Archetype
• Epiphany
• Equilibrium
• Falling action
• Foil
• Irony
• Juxtaposition
• Personification
• Metaphor
• Simile
• Onomatopoeia
• Pathetic fallacy
• Why is it used
• What effect
does it have on
the structure or
layout of the
text
• How does it
develop the
central
message or
idea

What • Who they are
you • What they do and
need
when they appear
to
in the novel
know • What their
purpose is in the
story/what they
represent
• Why Dickens
chose to present
them in this
way/the effect it
has on us (the
reader)
• How this character
links to central
themes/messages
• At least 5 key
quotes to support
your
understanding of
this character,
fully annotated

• For each
• How do
• What
theme:
they appear
happens
in the story • Which
• Where do we
see them in
• What effect
ghosts
the novel
do they
appear
have upon
when
• Which
the
characters or
• Why
characters
settings link
Dickens
to that theme • What was
chose to
and why
Dickens’
structure
opinion on
his writing
• Dicken’s
this
in this way
intention and
message
• Why did
• How the
about that
this aspect
characters
theme
affect
or themes
Dickens so
evolve
• How the
much
over the
context
course of
affects his
the novel
reasoning for
that theme
• The effect
the theme
has on the
reader
Writer’s message is crucial and should be interwoven throughout each element of the story
(character/theme etc…) as the whole purpose of writing a novel is to get the message across!
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Texts
A Christmas
Carol –
Literature
Paper 1

Tasks/Revision Focus
Plot – create a storyboard/visual representation of the plot. Include a brief summary
of each section (Support with short quotes)
Map the progress of the characters across this visual representation – do they stay
the same (static) or do they change (dynamic)
Characters – Create a character profile/flash card for each character in the novella.
Focus on
• What they do in the story
• The effect they have upon other characters
• Why they are important (their purpose in the novella)
• Dickens’ message to the reader through this character + link to context
• Support with short quotes
Using BBC bitesize as a starting point, create a series of flash cards or visual notes on
the:
• Structure of the novella
• Themes
• Motifs
• Symbols
• Message
• Context

Power and
Conflict
Poetry –
Literature
Paper 2
Copies of all
15 poems can
be found
online on
FROG or via
Google
Use BBC
bitesize as a
starting point
should you
need any
support.

Re-read all of the heritage poems and the notes you took on them– highlight 5 really
strong points of analysis per poem and transfer these to flash cards/visual notes.
Poems: Charge of the Light Brigade, Bayonet Charge, Exposure, Ozymandias, London,
The Prelude: Stealing the Boat, My Last Duchess
Re-read all of the contemporary poems and the notes you took on them last year highlight 5 really strong points of analysis per poem and transfer these (and the
quote) to flash cards/visual notes
Poems: Checkin’ Out Me History, Kamikaze, War Photographer, Remains, Poppies,
Tissue, Storm on the Island, The Emigree
Group the poems by theme (women, history and culture, patriotism, death, during
conflict, after conflict, nature, power of man). Remember, the poems can belong to
more than one theme.
For each theme, bullet point how the poem links to this theme (in this instance,
writing the quotes from the poem itself may be easier/more time effective)
Comparisons – for each poem, identify another poem in the cluster with the same
theme that you could compare it to. Using Venn Diagrams or a grid/visual system,
develop a list of similarities and differences
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An Inspector
Calls –
Literature
Paper 2

Plot – create a storyboard/visual representation of the plot. Include a brief summary
of each section (Support with short quotes)
Map the progress of the characters across this visual representation – do they stay
the same (static) or do they change (dynamic)
Characters – Create a character profile/flash card for each character in the play.
Focus on
• What they do to Eva Smith/throughout the play
• The effect they have upon other characters
• Why they are important (their purpose in the novella)
• Priestley’s message to the reader through this character + link to context
• Support with short quotes
Using BBC bitesize as a starting point, create a series of flash cards or visual notes on
the:
• Structure of the play
• Themes
• Motifs
• Symbols
• Message
• Context
Plot – create a storyboard/visual representation of the plot. Include a brief summary
of each section (Support with short quotes)
Map the progress of the characters across this visual representation – do they stay
the same (static) or do they change (dynamic)

Macbeth –
Literature
Paper 1

Characters – Create a character profile/flash card for each character in the play. Focus
on
• What they do throughout the play
• The effect they have upon other characters
• Why they are important (their purpose in the novella)
• Shakespeare’s message to the reader through this character + link to context
• Support with short quotes
Using BBC bitesize as a starting point, create a series of flash cards or visual notes on
the:
• Structure of the play
• Themes
• Motifs
• Symbols
• Message
• Context
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Terminology

noun, verb, adjective, adverb, dramatic irony, alliteration, sibilance, onomatopoeia,
juxtaposition, pathetic fallacy, metaphor, simile, oxymoron, enjambment, caesura,
plosive, hubris, hamartia, iambic pentameter, ambiguity, equivocation, euphemism,
What resources will help me prepare for my GCSEs?

Revision guides
Attend intervention sessions and additional drop in sessions provided by the English Department.
Model Revision Examples:
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Chertsey High School Year 11 Revision Guide for Students and Parents
Subject: Maths
Head of Department: Mr Worrall-Thompson
As a Parent or Guardian, how can I help support my child with GCSE Revision at home?
Please encourage your Year 11 pupil to complete all their set homework to the best of their ability.
They should look things up in their yellow books or revision guide if they cannot initially attempt
each question or they can use the help videos on Mathswatch to help them.
Preparing for a Maths GCSE cannot be “crashed” in the last few weeks or months before the
exams, revision needs to be built up over the entire year. If they come across topics, they are stuck
on, in their weekly general past paper revision, they should use the above suggestions or bring
these problems to the weekly drop-in session after school for help.
In addition to the GCSE past paper each week pupils will also have one piece of homework on the
new topic being taught. It is important they keep up to date with Maths homework or they will
quickly find themselves behind and getting stressed.
Maths GCSE is challenging and the most important aspect a parent can offer is encouragement and
checking that pupils are up to date on all set work.
In addition, asking them to complete some independent revision on top of the set work is really
helpful. Independent work could be the making of maths facts and methods revision cards,
working through the GCSE revision guide or work book, completing readily available past papers or
using Mathswatch and unit booklets to further their revision.
As a Student, how can I complete GCSE Revision at home to help me improve?
In year 11 you will be getting 2 types of homework every week. A past paper style 40 mark exam
paper and a topic piece of work. It is really important you do you best in both of these pieces and
keep up to date. The revision homework should not be seen as a test of what you can remember
but what you need to revise and relearn. If there are questions you cannot do initially you need to:
look them up in your yellow book, use your revision guide, use the videos on Mathswatch or ask
your teacher for help. Do not leave these homework’s for the last minute they are 40 marks and
should take you a full hour to complete this allows you 20 minutes to look things up if necessary or
come and ask for help.
In addition to the two pieces of homework set a week (two hours) you should be doing some
additional independent revision every week. GCSE maths cannot be crammed the few weeks
before the exam. You need to be build up your confidence and speed on all previous topics
covered in years 7 to 10 and then strengthen your problem solving skills on top.
Try making revision cards of key facts and methods using your yellow book, unit booklets and
purple forms and unit check lists to help you tick off topics. Once you have made revision cards
check regularly that you know the key facts eg square cubes and prime numbers, what method
should I use to find the HCF and LCM, when can I use SOHCAHTOA, Cosine rule etc.
What resources will help me prepare for my GCSEs?
•
•

40 Mark past paper GCSE style questions (one a week as homework)
Unit Revision Booklets that you have been given or on TEAMS.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Previous tests and your teacher feedback and your personal reflection to identify topics you
need to review.
Mathswatch – free tasks or set unit revision work.
GCSE Revision Guide and Workbook
Readily Available Past Papers
Drop-in sessions at school.
Yellow Book with key facts and key methods (make sure you learn these)
Make your own revision cards with key facts and methods and learn them. Eg
Do you know you square prime and cube numbers?
Can you remember the quadratic formulae (Higher only)
Do you remember how and when to use SOHCAHTOA?
What is Pythagoras’ theorem?
Can you add subtract multiply and divide fractions?
Can you rationalise a surd (Higher only)
Can you round to significant figures?
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Chertsey High School Year 11 Revision Guide for Students and Parents
Subject: Science
Head of Department: Mr Bamford
As a Parent or Guardian, how can I help support my child with GCSE Revision at home?
•
•
•

Encourage your child to make and use revision resources for all topics including those
from year 9. There are knowledge organisers, mind map templates and checklists on
Teams.
Encourage your child to use practice papers on Teams to practice applying their GCSE
science knowledge.
Use past papers or flashcards to test your child.
As a Student, how can I complete GCSE Revision at home to help me improve?

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create and use flash cards, using the check lists on Teams, for each GCSE Topic.
Practice answering past paper questions on specific topics, those that you struggle with.
RTQ and ATQ = Read the question and Answer the question.
Use all resources available on Teams (past papers, revision packs and scanned science
textbooks) - Best way to revise!
Read and BOX the command words of the question: describe, explain, evaluate, compare.
o Describe – say what you see
o Explain – give reasons
Read through your work and mark it your self with mark schemes.
Make a revision resource at the end of each lesson.
Every week read and make notes on the chapter in your textbook that you have been
learning about.
Read through ALL examiner reports and mark schemes. Write down 5 ‘tips’, for each one.
Look at all past exam papers for the unit, complete all short mark questions and write plans
for all longer answers (check against mark scheme) – Teams > Files > Revision.
Read past paper questions and underline the command word, then define the command
word underneath.
Create 6 exam questions using 6 different command words. Create the relevant and
appropriate answer based on the command words you have used.

What resources will help me prepare for my GCSEs?
Edexcel is the exam board. (Please check the contents before you buy to check you have the right
specification and year (from 2016).)
The following recommendations are based on the Combined science course. If you are doing Triple
Science, you will the separate science resource for each science.
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Eg. Combined
science:
Combined Science
Higher Revision
Guide

Triple Science:
Biology Revision Guide+ Chemistry Revision Guide + Physics Revision Guide

Flashcards:
Revise Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Combined Science Higher Revision Cards: with free
online Revision Guides (Revise Edexcel GCSE Science 16) ISBN-13: 9781292257334

Revision Guides and Workbooks:
Revise Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Combined Science Higher Revision Guide: (with
free online edition) (Revise Edexcel GCSE Science 16) - ISBN-13: 9781292131634

Revise Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Combined Science Higher
Revision Workbook (Revise Edexcel GCSE Science 16)
ISBN-13: 978-1292213750

Grade 9-1 GCSE Combined Science – Higher – Revision
Guide (CGP GCSE Combined Science 9-1 Revision)
ISBN-13: 978-1782945741
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Grade 9-1 GCSE Combined Science – Higher – Exam Practice Workbook (CGP
GCSE Geography 9-1 Revision) ISBN-13: 978-1782944980
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Chertsey High School Year 11 Revision Guide for Students and Parents
Subject: MFL
Head of Department: Mrs I Andres / Acting Head of Department: Miss L Seaton
As a Parent or Guardian, how can I help support my child with GCSE revision at home?
•
•
•
•

Encourage your child to create a revision timetable.
Support them with keeping their notes/revision resources organised. We suggest getting a
plastic folder they are going to be using for languages.
Encourage them to make revision resources for all th topics and grammatical structures. We
have provided students with the vocabulary list needed for the whole GCSE course.
Encourage your child to log in to Active Learn and put their knowledge into practice by
regularly completing Listening, Reading and grammar tasks.
• Encourage your child to listen to songs/watch series/movies in the target language with
subtitles.
• Encourage them to use apps such as Duolingo, Quizlet, Seneca Learning to complement
their language learning at school.
• Encourage them to access and use resources available on Teams.
• Encourage them to write a paragraph based on what they have learnt in the week to
promote language production and enable them feel more confident in the
Writing/Speaking exam.
As a Student, how can I complete GCSE Revision at home to help me improve?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have a folder at home and divide it into revision sections (flashcards, exam papers, mind
maps, writings, dictionary…)
Create revision resources (mind maps, set of flashcards, lists…) for each GCSE topic once a
week.
Use revision guides to help you learn the content.
Regularly practice listening/reading skills (Active Learn & exam revision workbook)
Use all resources available on Teams (lesson resources, vocabulary booklet, grammar-based
lessons…)
Regularly write essays on the topic you are learning in Spanish/French. Make sure you have
done at least one writing per module. Then, check the writing marking criteria and ensure
you have included everything.
Create your personalised dictionary with unknown words that you are going to revise on a
weekly basis.
Know all your key words off by heart when we start a module. You can find these on your
Purple Sheets.
Translations – Practice translation using your revision book or translating paragraphs from
reading exercises.
What resources will help me prepare for my GCSEs?

Textbook (free access through Active Learn)
French: Edexcel GCSE (9-1) French (Higher/Foundation)
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Spanish: Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Spanish (Higher/Foundation)

Revision Guides and exam practice workbooks:
French:
GCSE French Exam Practice Workbook - for the Grade 9-1 Course
(includes Answers)- ISBN 9781782945352
GCSE French Revision Guide - for the Grade 9-1 Course (with
Online Edition) – ISBN 9781782945345
Spanish:
GCSE Spanish Exam Practice Workbook - for the Grade 9-1 Course
(includes Answers) – ISBN 9781782945444
GCSE Spanish Revision Guide - for the Grade 9-1 Course (with
Online Edition) – ISBN 9781782945437
Active Learn: (https://www.pearsonactivelearn.com) – Free access
Username: firstnamesurname9999 (no capital letters)
Password: Password123
Seneca Learning: (https://app.senecalearning.com/) – Free access
You can create a free account and join the French/Spanish GCSE course.
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Chertsey High School Year 11 Revision Guide for Students and Parents
Subject: Geography
Head of Department: Mrs Daly
As a Parent or Guardian, how can I help support my child with GCSE Revision at home?
•
•
•
•

Encourage your child to make revision resources for all 9 topics with a separate focus
on case studies. There are knowledge organisers, mind map templates and checklists on
Teams.
Encourage your child to use practice papers on Teams to practice applying their GCSE
geography knowledge.
Use past papers, key questions from each lesson or flashcards to test your child.
Encourage your child to watch the news and keep case study knowledge up to date!
As a Student, how can I complete GCSE Revision at home to help me improve?

Component
1:
Global Component
2:
Geographical Issues
Geographical Issues

UK Component 3: People and
Environmental
Issues
–
Making
Geographical
Decisions
Natural Hazards
The UK’s Evolving Physical People and the Biosphere
Landscape
Development Dynamics
The UK’s Evolving Human Forests Under Threat
Landscape
Challenges of an Urbanising Geographical Investigations Consuming Energy Resources
World
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Create mind maps using the templates, on Teams, for each GCSE Topic (1-9).
Practice specific case study knowledge. When? Where? How? Why? Effects – using SPECIFIC
facts
and
figures
and
names
of
places.
Divide effects into primary and secondary effects and immediate and long-term response.
Know case studies for LEDC and MEDC. Compare them. Create A5 post cards for each case
study.
RTQ and ATQ = Read the question and Answer the question.
Use all resources available on Teams (past papers, revision packs and scanned geography
textbook) - Best way to revise!
Read and BOX the command words of the question: describe, explain, evaluate, compare.
o Describe – say what you see
o Explain – give reasons
Read through your work and mark it your self with mark schemes.
Know all your key words off by heart. These can be found on your Purple Sheets.
Create a geography dictionary and add to it weekly all the new key terms you have learnt.
Make a revision resource at the end of each lesson.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Every week read and make notes on the chapter in your textbook that you have been
learning about.
Read through ALL examiner reports and mark schemes. Write down 5 ‘tips’, for each one.
Create revision notes or a revision resource for each topic you have studied.
Look at all past exam papers for the unit, complete all short mark questions and write pland
for all longer answers (check against mark scheme) – Teams > Files > Revision.
Read past paper questions and underline the command word, then define the command
word underneath.
Read a relevant GeoFile - Teams > Files > Revision > Geofiles.
Create 6 exam questions using 6 different command words. Create the relevant and
appropriate answer based on the command words you have used.
Annotate 5 resources (figures, tables, graphs, maps, etc) from past papers.
Create case study summary sheets for the case studies in each topic - Teams > Files >
Revision > Case Studies.
What resources will help me prepare for my GCSEs?

Edexcel B is the exam board. (Please check the contents before you buy to
check you have the right specification and year (from 2016).
Textbook:
GCSE Geography Edexcel B Student Book - ISBN-13: 978-0198366577
Revise Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Geography B Revision Cards: with
free online Revision Guides (Revise Edexcel GCSE Geography
16) ISBN-13: 978-1292182414

Revision Guides and Workbooks:
Revise Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Geography B Revision Guide:
(with free online edition) (Revise Edexcel GCSE
Geography 16) - ISBN-13: 978-1292133782
Revise Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Geography B Revision Workbook (Revise Edexcel
GCSE Geography 16) ISBN-13: 978-1292133768
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New Grade 9-1 GCSE Geography Edexcel B: Investigating Geographical Issues - Revision Guide (CGP
GCSE Geography 9-1 Revision) ISBN-13: 978-1782946212
New Grade 9-1 GCSE Geography Edexcel B: Investigating Geographical Issues
- Exam Practice Workbook (CGP GCSE Geography 9-1 Revision) ISBN-13: 9781782946229
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Chertsey High School Year 11 Revision Guide for Students and Parents
Subject: History
Head of Department: Miss O’Neill
As a Parent or Guardian, how can I help support my child with GCSE Revision at home?
•

•
•

Students have been set a summer homework revision booklet on teams which has been
given to them in person this week. Please speak to them about scheduling to do about 4-5
pages of this per week so they do not feel overwhelmed about the amount of work they are
expected to complete. They will be sitting a Henry VIII mock paper on the second week back,
so this is a great opportunity to improve from their previous grade in this paper.
Checking in on the types of revision activities completed will also be crucial. For instance,
revision cards need to have specific dates, key people, key terms and in some cases
statistics.
Encourage your child to look at the revision guides I have placed on teams to break down
the information into bitesize chunks.
As a Student, how can I complete GCSE Revision at home to help me improve?

•
•
•
•

•

Over the holiday you need to complete the summer booklet that all of you have had the
opportunity to start in the last 2 weeks of school. This will be due on the second week back
and looked over to check the quality of your revision.
Pace your revision to cover 4-5 pages of the revision guide per week. This will help you to
not get overwhelmed with the amount of content to cover and help you prepare for the
Henry VIII mock on the second week back after the summer holidays.
Focus on Henry VIII and American west for now. I will be posting exam questions on teams
to have a go at practicing and please send them my way if you would like some feedback.
The best form of revision you can do for Henry VIII is to memorise 2 features about each
event or person through making flashcards or spider diagrams. This will not only prepare
you for the first question but give you the specific knowledge you need to get top marks on
the other 2 questions.
For American west knowing 2 consequences of each event we look at is a great revision
strategy as the whole course is about cause and consequence. You do this and you have the
first question and last question answered for you.

What resources will help me prepare for my GCSEs?
There are revision guides as well as reading and documentary lists available on teams. If you would
like to purchase resources the following revision guides have proved most useful in the past:
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Chertsey High School Year 11 Revision Guide for Students and Parents
Subject: Religious Studies
Head of Department: Mr Smith
As a Parent, how can I help support my child with GCSE Revision at home?
•
•
•
•
•

Encourage your child to make revision resources for all topics covered. The use of
flashcards is also a great way to practice the quotations needed/studied.
Encourage your child to use practice papers to practice applying their GCSE knowledge.
With the practice papers, try completing them in timed/exam conditions to practice for
the exam.
Encourage your child to use the lesson resources uploaded to Teams to create revision
resources.
Using the questions from textbooks, past-papers or the lessons studied is a good way to
practice their recall of information.
As a Student, how can I complete GCSE Revision at home to help me improve?

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Use the resources made available to you on Teams to create revision resources i.e. mind
maps, revision flashcards, knowledge quizzes etc.
Practice reading the questions carefully and picking out key information quickly.
Answer the questions in the correct format (Point Evidence Explain structure).
Using two coloured pens, practice answering exam questions in timed conditions. For
example, if you are a practicing a 12-mark question then try to write your answer in 12
minutes using a blue pen. If the timer goes off and you have not completed the answer,
finish it in a purple pen. This will let you look over what you have done and see where
you may have added too much in certain sections.
Learn the keywords and how to apply them in a question context.
Make a revision resource after each lesson.
Use the examiner reports and mark schemes to help you answer questions.

What resources will help me prepare for my GCSEs?
•
•

Year 10 and 11 Resources
The course we are studying is AQA GCSE Religious Studies A
It is important to note that the religions being studied are Christianity and Judaism

Textbooks:
• AQA Religious Studies A: Christianity
o ISBN: 978-0-19-837033-8
o £19.99 brand new from Amazon

•

AQA Religious Studies A: Judaism
o ISBN: 978-0-19-837036-9
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o

£15 - £21.50 brand new from Amazon

Revision guides:
•

AQA GCSE Religious Studies A (9-1): Christianity and Judaism
o ISBN: 978-0198432548
o £9.99 brand new from Amazon

•

CGP Grade 1-9 Religious Studies: AQA Revision Guide with Online
Edition
o ISBN: 978-1782946410
o £5.77 brand new from Amazon
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Chertsey High School Year 11 Revision Guide for Students and Parents
Subject: Business Studies
Head of Department: Ms Marques
As a Parent or Guardian, how can I help support my child with GCSE Revision at home?
•
•
•
•

Encourage your child to make revision resources for all topics with a separate focus on case
studies. There are knowledge organisers, mind map templates and checklists on Teams >
Files > Revision.
Encourage your child to complete the end of topic tests available on Teams to practice
applying their GCSE business knowledge.
Use past papers, key questions from each lesson or flashcards to test your child.
Encourage your child to watch the business and economic news and keep case study
knowledge up to date!
As a Student, how can I complete GCSE Revision at home to help me improve?

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Create mind maps and flash cards using the templates, on Teams, for each Topic (1.1-1.5).
Practice specific case study knowledge. When? Where? How? Why? Effects – using SPECIFIC
facts and figures, business activity and sector, business location, etc.
Apply your knowledge to questions: Complete end of topic tests for each unit topic,
complete end of topic chapter questions from text book; Complete lesson activities from
the revision booklet provided; identify misconceptions (e.g.: market segmentation vs
market mapping);
Use the revision guide + past lesson notes + exam tips booklet.
Practice exam questions: use all resources available on Teams (past papers, revision packs
and scanned textbook) - look at all past exam papers for the unit, complete all short mark
questions and write plan for all longer answers (check against mark scheme); look at past
paper questions and underline the command word, then define the command word
underneath: explain, justify, analyse, evaluate, discuss.
Know all your key words off by heart. Create a business studies dictionary and add to it
weekly all the new key terms you have learnt.
Practice the list of connectives you can use in your answers to express cause/effect.
Annotate 5 resources (figures, tables, graphs, maps, etc) from past papers.
Practice calculation questions using the business numeracy booklet
What resources will help me prepare for my GCSEs?
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Chertsey High School Year 11 Revision Guide for Students and Parents
Subject: iMEDIA
Head of Department: Mrs K Tack
As a Parent, how can I help support my child with GCSE Revision at home?
Homework isn’t set for course work therefore it is important for your child to attend Tuesday’s
support session 3 – 5 pm to complete / improve course work.
They will also be able to complete / improve course work on a Monday 3 –5pm and
up to Autumn half term Thursday 3 – 4.45 pm, if I am not in a meeting.
If I have spoken to your child to attend an afterschool support session, I expect them to attend even
if have to attend another subject after school first.

Important dates
• Course Work:
Unit RO82
Fully completed no further changes can be made – Friday 17th September
Unit R085
Fully completed for marking (Task 1 and 2) - 1st October
Fully completed no further changes can be made – 5th October
These dates cannot be changes as all entries have to be submitted OCR by 8th October
Unit RO86 – Start date 11th January
• Exam:
RO81 – Unit will start from 1st October - Exam 10th January

As a Student, how can I complete GCSE Revision at home to help me improve?
• Course Work:
Unit RO82
Fully completed no further changes can be made – Friday 17th September
Unit R085
Fully completed for marking (Task 1 and 2) - 1st October
Fully completed no further changes can be made – 5th October
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These dates cannot be changes as all entries have to be submitted OCR by 8th October
Unit RO86 – Start date 11th January
Homework isn’t set for course work therefore it is important to attend Tuesday’s support session 3
– 5 pm to complete / improve course work.
You will also be able to complete / improve course work on a Monday 3 –5pm and
up to Autumn half term Thursday 3 – 4.45 pm, if I am not in a meeting.
If I have spoken to you to attend an afterschool support session, I expect you to attend even if have
to attend another subject after school first.
• Exam:
RO81 – Unit will start from 1st October - Exam 10th January
Make sure you make great notes and practise and complete all the exam preparation on the
software for RO81

What resources will help me prepare for my GCSEs?
There will be a software program for you to access to help you revise for the exam.
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Chertsey High School Year 11 Coursework Guide for Students and Parents
Subject: Fine Art
Head of Department: Mrs O’Sullivan
As a Parent or Guardian, how can I help support my child with GCSE coursework at home?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure that there is a working space to complete coursework.
Plan a timetable together and fit in your Fine Art work around your other studies, use it as
a break to do something you enjoy.
Start a discussion about the work your child is doing, this will help with their annotations.
Visit galleries/exhibitions relevant to the work
Take photos for primary sources to work from at home or in school
Do not throw anything away, we can always refine and make improvements
Make contact with Mrs O’Sullivan if you need to ask anything at any time
osullivans@chertseyhighschool.co.uk

As a Student, how can I complete GCSE Coursework at home to help me improve?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep all of your work, even if you think you don’t like it or ‘it is not very good’ there is always
a way to improvements and refine the techniques you are using.
Carefully plan your time around you other studies and remember this is something you
enjoy
Make sure your presentation is consistent
Keep up with your annotations and write about your work as you are doing it so that you
don’t forget
Continue to use Pinterest or other research platforms to find inspiration, it doesn’t matter
if you don’t think you could do it. I would rather to come to me with amazing examples
rather than nothing to work from.
Take photos relevant to your work as often as you can to use for resources for you work
Above all, ask for help when you need it
What resources will help me prepare for my GCSEs?

Everything should be in your Art pack which was purchased in the Autumn term 2021
If you need any further resources which you can’t find yourself, please speak to Mrs O’Sullivan so
that we can support you.
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Chertsey High School Year 11 Coursework Guide for Students and Parents
Subject: Photography
Head of Department: Mrs O’Sullivan
As a Parent or Guardian, how can I help support my child with GCSE coursework at home?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure that there is a working space away from distractions to work on your edits and
portfolio
Plan a timetable together and fit in your Photography work around your other studies, use
it as a break to do something you enjoy.
Start a discussion about the work your child is doing, this will help with their annotations.
Visit galleries/exhibitions and spaces relevant to the work
Take more photos than necessary in a photoshoot the average photographer will take 300
picture to get the right shot, keep this in mind when you are doing your experiments.
Do not delete anything away, we can always refine and edit your contact sheets.
Make contact with Mrs O’Sullivan if you need to ask anything at any time
osullivans@chertseyhighschool.co.uk
As a Student, how can I complete GCSE Coursework at home to help me improve?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep all of your work, even if you think you don’t like it or ‘it is not very good’ there is always
a way to improvements and refine the techniques you are using.
Carefully plan your time around your other studies and remember this is something you
enjoy
Make sure your presentation is consistent and professional
Keep up with your annotations and write about your work as you are doing it so that you
don’t forget, take screen shots of your editing processes
Add in technical details to your contact sheets so you remember the process and settings
Continue to use Pinterest or other research platforms to find inspiration, it doesn’t matter
if you don’t think you could do it. I would rather to come to me with amazing examples
rather than nothing to work from.
Take photos relevant to your work as often as you can to use for resources for you work
Above all, ask for help when you need it
What resources will help me prepare for my GCSEs?

Camera’s will be available to loan over the holidays, keep it charged so you have it ready to go
If you need any further resources which you can’t find yourself, please speak to Mrs O’Sullivan so
that we can support you.
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Chertsey High School Year 11 Revision Guide for Students and Parents
Subject: Textile Design
Head of Department: Miss Sheen
As a Parent or Guardian, how can I help support my child with GCSE Revision at home?
•
•
•
•

Encourage creative discussion at home by engaging with the arts in all mediums (print,
media, digital, museums).
Allow access to creative platforms for your child to engage with (such as, but not limited to
visiting museums, watching documentaries, having reference books in your home for your
child to access).
Encourage your child to discuss their work with you- what are they making/designing? Why
are they doing this? What could they do to improve it? What do they love about it?
Don’t allow any work to be thrown away- we can always refine or improve as needed or use
it as demonstration of development of skills!
As a Student, how can I complete GCSE Revision at home to help me improve?

•
•
•
•

Try to find your ‘style’ of working, so that you can see where your strengths lie, and then
play to them.
Work on development of skills- practice, practice, practice. Make sure you are working on
skills that you are feeling less confident about so that you can develop these.
Expose yourself to a range of different mediums and artists so that you can ensure you’re
familiar with different styles of work.
Attend after-school open workshops so that you can grow in confidence and have access to
specialist machinery.
What resources will help me prepare for my GCSEs?

•
•
•

Any reference books or books which can help to inspire creativity.
A clear space to work on products, where you can leave it set up to return to later.
All other resources will be in the Textile Design pack, which will provide you with the tools
you need to access the course fully.
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Chertsey High School Year 11 Revision Guide for Students and Parents
Subject: Food Preparation and Nutrition
Head of Department: Miss Sheen
As a Parent or Guardian, how can I help support my child with GCSE Revision at home? I help
support my child with GCSE Revision at home?
For the Practical element:
• Give your child the opportunity to explore different types of foods and cooking methods
when at home by them cooking dishes themselves, or when eating out at restaurants or
other locations.
• Encourage understanding of why certain meals are prepared in a certain way, or why
accompaniments are provided for specific dishes.
• Allow for freedom around the kitchen at home to create dishes independently. Provide
support and guidance if needed.
For the Written element:
• Discuss why when cooked, foods have made the changes they have.
• Discuss why certain meals eaten at home have been ‘designed’ that way (balanced diet,
nutrition, texture, colour etc).
• Allow them access to see you cooking which will develop their understanding of why food
has reacted a certain way. Explain the process you are going through when cooking so that
they can apply this understanding to their own theoretical studies.
As a Student, how can I complete GCSE Revision at home to help me improve?
For the Practical element:
• Practice cooking as often as possible, and try to cook under timed conditions (e.g. make
dinner for your family on a school night.
• Try to understand why the food has cooked in a certain way and apply this understanding
to creating dishes in the future.
• Watch your parents/guardians cooking at home and work out why they have prepared
dishes in a certain way. What was the thought process behind the decision they made?
For the Written element:
• Watch your parents/guardians cook and write about why the food has reacted the way it
has.
• When you are cooking, try to apply common food theory to your dishes.
Practice exam questions to ensure you have mastered the technique of being able to count
how many marks you think you could have gained in your question writing.
• Create flashcards/ audio notes/ posters which you can see each day and begin to absorb
that additional theory information.
• Check through your books and made sure you address any misconceptions around any key
theories or topics.
What resources will help me prepare for my GCSEs?
I would recommend either: 9-1 GCSE Food Preparation & Nutrition WJEC Eduqas Complete Revision
& Practice (with Online Edn) | CGP Books and New Grade 9-1 GCSE Food Preparation & Nutrition
WJEC Eduqas Revision Question Cards | CGP Books as an optional addition, OR GCSE Essentials
Bundle: WJEC Eduqas Food Preparation & Nutrition | CGP Books
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Chertsey High School Year 11 Revision Guide for Students and Parents
Subject: 3D Design
Head of Department: Emily Sheen (sheene@chertseyhighschool.co.uk)
As a Parent, how can I help support my child with GCSE Revision at home?
-

Encourage creative discussion at home by engaging with the arts in all mediums (print,
media, digital, museums).
Allow access to creative platforms for your child to engage with (such as, but not limited to
visiting museums, watching documentaries, having reference books in your home for your
child to access).
Encourage your child to discuss their work with you- what are they making/designing? Why
are they doing this? What could they do to improve it? What do they love about it?
Don’t allow any work to be thrown away- we can always refine or improve as needed or use
it as demonstration of development of skills!

As a Student, how can I complete GCSE Revision at home to help me improve?
-

Try to find your ‘style’ of working, so that you can see where your strengths lie, and then
play to them.
Work on development of skills- practice, practice, practice. Make sure you are working on
skills that you are feeling less confident about so that you can develop these.
Expose yourself to a range of different mediums and artists so that you can ensure you’re
familiar with different styles of work.
Attend after-school open workshops so that you can grow in confidence and have access to
specialist machinery.
What resources will help me prepare for my GCSEs?

-

Any reference books or books which can help to inspire creativity.
A clear space to work on products, where you can leave it set up to return to later.
All other resources will be in the Textile Design pack, which will provide you with the tools
you need to access the course fully.
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Chertsey High School Year 11 Revision Guide for Students and Parents
Subject: BTEC Sport
Head of Department: Mr Ball
As a Parent or Guardian, how can I help support my child with GCSE Revision at home?
•
•
•

Parents can have conversations with pupils regarding unit 1; Fitness for sport and exercise.
This can be relating the content to sports that the pupil plays or watches.
Students can use the unit content to plan their own fitness plan that relates to a sport of
their choice. This will help them use and therefore process the unit content.
Encourage them to complete their coursework for units 2, 3 and 6 to the highest possible
standard. They should be researching using good quality sources/websites.
As a Student, how can I complete GCSE Revision at home to help me improve?

•
•
•
•

Complete the BTEC Sport unit 1 revision guide.
Search for and/or create your own flashcard on an app such as Quizlet or Studyblue.
Practice answering exam questions that contain longer answers. These are usually worth 48 marks and require in depth reasoning and analysis.
Ensure your coursework for units 2, 3 and 6 has been completed to the highest possible
standard.
What resources will help me prepare for my GCSEs?

•
•
•

BTEC Sport Unit 1 revision guide.
Quizlet/Studyblue.
High quality research sources from reputable website for units 2, 3, and 6, Eg. Top End
Sports.
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